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By C. J. Cherryh

Penguin Putnam Inc, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The seventh novel in Cherryh s Foreigner space opera series, a groundbreaking
tale of first contact and its consequences. It has been two years since the starship Phoenix left Alpha
Station on a rescue mission where over four thousand human spacers were under attack by a
hostile alien race. Now, exhausted from their journey, the crew of the Phoenix yearns for home. But
when the ship makes the jump into atevi space and contacts Alpha, they learn the worst: that
supplies to the station have been cut off; that civil war has broken out on the atevi mainland; that
the powerful Western Association has been overthrown; and that Tabini-aiji, Bren Cameron s
primary supporter and Ilisidi s grandson and ally, is missing and may be dead. With no one left to
lead the Western Association, Ilisidi and Bren know that the survival of their allies lies in their hands.
And with the atevi world at war, the only safe landing strip lies on the human colony at Mospheira.
Although there are many dangers inherent in bringing a powerful atevi leader such as Ilisidi onto...
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest function by any article writer. It is among the most amazing publication i have got read. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication where in fact changed me, change the way i believe.
-- Ar ielle Ledner-- Ar ielle Ledner

It in a of the best publication. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD
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